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PROJECT IDEA

The mainly objective of this project is to try to deal with 
the place where it has to be, so we can differentiate three 
basic characteristics that will affect the development of 
the idea.

1. The first one is the existing buildings. All of them follow 
the alignment of the port axis, and it can be apreciated 
the  missing of one piece more to complete the sequen-
ce as a final point of perspective.

2. The second one is the use’s differentiation. There is 
a part basically destinated to private use (port activities). 
And then, another area used to public activities. So, the 
project will try to resolve that confluence of uses to im-
prove the functionality of this space. This is done with a 
floor slab in order to separate private and public uses into 
two separate levels.

3. Finally, the third characteristic is the promenade con-
cept. The project is located at the end of the Peñíscola’s 
south beach promenade, so it will try to add  value to that 
end point of the promenade as a balcony to the views.

PROJECT

The project function proposed is a Oceanographic Institute to research about the marine flora and 
fauna. There is a great part of the program destinated just to investigate, so it will has an exclusive 
acces for the researchers over a ground floor. 
Just the public parts of the program will be located on the first floor, being accesed by a big ramp 
that  conects the promenade with this final space over the sea which could be treated as a public 
square for the people to carry out different cultural activities.

The proposal gets a simple, minimal, and elegant image to resolve the problem of this area in the 
city port, by using just that plane (the slab) as the main element of the solution, being at the same 
time the ceiling, the roof, the floor, the ramp... The element that creates all the spaces.

PLACE

The project is located in Peñíscola, a fortified se-
aport, with a lighthouse, built on a rocky head-
land about 220 feet (67 m) high, and joined to 
the mainland by only a narrow strip of land.
Peñiscola was along its history a great enclave 
with a huge military importance, and nowadays 
is one of the privileged towns which have con-
served part of the magic from times gone by on 
each of its corners and squares in the old town 
centre.

The location of our project is the end space of 
one of the arms form the port infraestructure,  
that, right now, has no function at all. 
The aim of this intervention will be to recuperate 
this place to the city and give it the importance 
it deserve.
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MATERIALIZATION

In order to increase the importance of the slab (bidirectional concrete slab) the project consist of a grid 
structure of metallic circular pillars (7’5x7’5m) and a recessed glass enclosure system as a façade, that 
will allow visual continuity between the interior and exterior.

Only the parts of the program which requires take care about the habitability conditions and privacy will 
be partitioned by using a technical furniture specially designed for this project. These wil be 9 designs 
with a total of 19 pieces to distribute the whole proposal, and also to resolve storage and technical insta-
llation. Just in the trial room the installation will be visible hanging from the slab and avoiding false ceilings.


